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Executive Summary
Just across the river from downtown St.
Cloud, the hard-working and creative people
of the East End help to make it a unique
neighborhood. The area is sometimes referred
to as ‘gritty’ or ‘scrappy’, recalling a history
of industry and a neighborhood of residents
who are resilient and care deeply about their
community. Many of the people who live here
have done so for a very long time, in some
cases for generations.
In addition to the residential and retail
establishments in the area, the East End
has a history of industrial land uses ranging
from railroads, factories, vendors and service
companies to construction companies and the
Simonson lumber yard.

As the East End has changed over the years,
the result today is not as desirable as it could
be. While there are many active businesses
in the area, there are also vacant buildings
and parcels that do not help activate the
neighborhood or spur economic development.
In addition to the City, there are many
people who would love to see improvements
and future investment in the East Side
Neighborhood. This includes residents,
advocacy groups like the East Side Boosters as
well as property owners and business owners
in the area. As government officials and policy
makers work to make elements such as the
extension of the Northstar line to St. Cloud a
reality, this report seeks to provide a vision of

how the East End could redevelop over time.
The general premise of the study area is to
promote public and private-sector investment
in order to establish a vibrant, walkable, mixeduse and transit-oriented urban neighborhood.

The plan provides recommendations for
the public realm improvements as well as a
vision of how the private property might be
used in the future. As the Eastern gateway to
downtown, attracting investment to the East
End should be a top priority. We recognize
This includes infrastructure and streetscape
that these public improvements and private
enhancements to primary thoroughfares as
investment will take time. This is a vision that
well as improving riverfront access. It also
is not intended to be implemented overnight,
anticipates the redevelopment of vacant parcels rather be a road map for future decisions
and buildings. In addition, while many of the
around land use policy, density discussions and
industrial properties will remain and provide
placemaking strategies.
good jobs for their employees, some of these
properties will also be redeveloped over time.
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Introduction
Plan Background

The East End:
Positioning for Redevelopment
The study area is generally defined on the
West edge by the Mississippi River, the BNSF
Railway lines to the North, along Lincoln
Avenue to the East and 3rd Street / Highway
23 to the South. While many operating
businesses and occupied residences exist in
the study area, there are also properties that
contain vacant buildings or land parcels with
no buildings on them. In addition, some
significant properties are also coming up for
sale, which presents a greater opportunity to
re-assess the land use, image and character on
the East End.

Considering these factors, City leaders felt that
this was an appropriate time to re-establish a
vision for redevelopment in the East End.
Another aspect of the area that could change
the area is the potential extension of the
Northstar Commuter Rail Line from Big Lake
to St. Cloud. This service is a fast, clean and
convenient way to connect to downtown
Minneapolis / St. Paul and could be a “game
changer” for the East End.
In addition to commuters who might live
in the St. Cloud area and work in the Twin
Cities, it is projected that many people would
also use this service to attend recreational and
entertainment activities. However, the equally
exciting component of the service is that it
would ideally bring more people to St. Cloud
and promote local economic development in
the East End and the City in general.

SECTION 1

Located just West of Lincoln Avenue on E. St.
Germain, the St. Cloud Depot is a handsome
building built in 1909 by the Northern Pacific
Railroad. The depot is currently served by
Amtrak via the Empire Builder service that
connects St. Cloud to Chicago and Seattle.
Located on the BNSF railroad, this line
carries a significant amount of freight as
well, including spurs to the nearby scrap and
lumber yards. As a result of the depot being
in the East End, the increased passenger rail
service could incentivize investment in the
area in terms of higher-density and mixed-use
development.
In conjunction with the E. St. Germain
and Lincoln Avenue as significant vehicular
thoroughfares, the vision of the East End is a
walkable, urban district with a diversity of land
uses that evolve over time.
Building on past planning studies, this plan
seeks to retain many of the ideas that were
previously generated, update information
based on current conditions and provide a
vision for future redevelopment. The 2003
East Side Framework Plan provided good ideas
that included creating stronger connections to
the river, adding infill development along E.
St. Germain, multi-family housing as well as
streetscape enhancements.

In 2005, the East Side Boosters worked to
prepare a plan that reinforced better access
to the river and introduced the idea of a
hotel and/or multi-family housing along 2nd
Street as well as higher-density, mixed-use
development along E. St. Germain.
More recently, the 2015 Comprehensive Plan
suggested more investment in the arts and
the establishment of an Artisan/Creative
District in the East End. This could include
providing incentives and funding to create
space for artists and other creatives to live and
work affordably in the area. Public art was
recommended in the form of gateways, murals
and sculpture that could be used to strengthen
the unique image and identity of the East Side.

St. Cloud Depot

The plan also identified the transit-oriented
development (TOD) opportunity on the
Simonson Lumber site and adjacent to the
depot. This plan provides a vision of how that
site might re-develop over time. Improved
access to the river was also reinforced from
prior efforts and is also an idea that is retained
in this plan.

Mixed-Use Buildings at Wilson Ave. & E. St. Germain St.
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Introduction
Process

Stakeholder Engagement
The planning process was conducted over
several months in an interactive dialogue
between City Staff, community stakeholders
and the consultant team. This included focus
group discussions and telephone interviews
with developers, investors, brokers, contractors, business owners and operators, property
owners and neighborhood representatives.
An initial open house was also held at the
convention center which was open to the
public. At the open house, copies of the past
plans were on display and representatives
from the City and the consultant team were
on hand to record comments, concerns and
ideas from those in attendance. This information has been used to help craft the plan
recommendations and future vision of the
East End. Detailed comments from these
meetings can be found in the Appendix.
Following the stakeholder engagement discussions and the data gathered in those
sessions and elsewhere, the team worked to
assess the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis). This helped
to determine the issues and opportunities
presented in the East End and to shape early
ideas of potential public and private improvements. Considering the regional context,
local setting, physical spaces, public services,
private investment opportunities and shared
strategies, the team identified areas for specific interventions throughout the study area.
Based on this assessment, a preliminary redevelopment vision was established with recommendations and images of proposed changes
that could occur over time. This vision was
SECTION 1

Listen

to stakeholders,
focus groups, and
public comments

Assess

strengths,
weaknesses,
opportunities, and
threats

then refined by the consultant team in conjunction with City Staff, the focus groups and
key stakeholders in a review and comment
period to ensure that viewpoints had been
accurately represented.
In draft form, the vision plan was presented
to the public at a second open house in City
Council Chambers. Following opening remarks by Mayor Kleis, attendees were able to
see exhibits of the draft plan displayed around
the room and were given the opportunity to
respond to a survey that asked specific questions about plan options presented. This sur-

Consider

setting, physical
spaces, public
services, and
shared strategies

vey was also posted on the City’s website for
interested parties who were not able to attend
the open house. A summary of the survey
results is included in the Appendix.
Finally, strategies to implement the vision
were identified in order to create action items
and define roles, responsibilities and partnerships that could help to achieve the goals
and objectives. A detailed timeline of phased
implementation was not included since many
unknowns still remain about the future of the
Northstar extension. At that time, a matrix
should be developed to begin to summarize

Establish

preliminary
redevelopment
vision, images and
recommendations

Refine

the vision with
focus groups,
open house, and
comment period

Implement
the vision by
defining roles
and creating
partnerships

the recommendations and prioritize actions
and capital improvements, with a summary
of the scale of the projects both in terms of
relative cost, time and difficulty to execute.
To achieve the vision, it will take both public realm improvements and private sector
investment. Priorities for the public sector
include securing the Northstar service extension from Big Lake, establishing the appropriate zoning controls for future redevelopment
and completing infrastructure upgrades to
both E. St. Germain and Lincoln Avenue.
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Market Observations
In this Section:

• Current Demographics
• Market Trends
• Development Opportunities
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Market Observations
Current Demographics
East End’s and the Region

ethnic groups to become part of the East
End over the past decade includes a Somali
immigrant population who have established
residences and businesses in the neighborhood,
including the Somali Café and Restaurant on E.
St. Germain between Riverside Drive and 2nd
Avenue and the Halal Grocery between 2nd
and 3rd Avenues.

The average household size and age indicate
that there are singles, couples or small families
living in the area. Compared to St. Cloud as a
whole, which has a higher average household
size and lower median age, it appears this area
has fewer large families.

Health Conditions

The East End is very similar demographically
to both the greater St. Cloud area and
Minnesota. There are currently 290 households
in the study area, but this number is likely
to grow if the addition of train service to
Minneapolis becomes a reality.

The fact that the median age in the East End
and St. Cloud is 30-34 years old indicates that
there is a young adult market that could benefit
from programming like farmer’s markets,
festivals and other events, as well as technology
such as shared and smart mobility.

Growing Diversity

The racial diversity of the East End has
increased over the past 10 years. While there
are limited households in the study area as
compared to commercial businesses, the
surrounding neighborhoods help to tell the
story. The predominant characteristics are that
the number of Caucasian or White people has
declined (approximately 5%), while all other
ethnicities have increased on a number and
percentage basis. The largest increases were
in the Black, Asian and Hispanic ethnicities,
with modest percentage gains ranging from
just under 1% (Hispanic) to 1.2% (Asian) and
1.6% (Black). One of the most significant

SECTION 2

According the Community Health Needs
Assessment as prepared in September,
2019 by the Central Minnesota Alliance, the
highest priorities for residents specific to the
East End are: 1) To support the building of
families; and 2) To address mental health
issues. Building families includes individual
or family intervention as necessary, promoting
child well-being and addressing parenting skills
where needed. In regard to mental health, this
includes increasing awareness of individuals
in need, increasing access to care providers,
addressing addiction issues and promoting
general well-being. These top issues are just
two (2) of a broader set of ten (10) priorities
for Central MN Alliance, and help to achieve
their vision of promoting healthy living in the
community through the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Healthy environments, including
food, water, housing, recreation and
transportation
Vibrant economic opportunities
Dynamic and engaged community
partnerships
Nurturing social, cultural and spiritual
opportunities
Affordable, accessible and high-quality
healthcare

The East End

St. Cloud

Minnesota

290

27,585

2,239,335

1.37

2.4

2.49

Households

Households

Households

Average
Household Size

Average
Household Size

Average
Household Size

34.7

30.9

38.7

Median Age

Median Age

Median Age
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Market Observations
Current Demographics & Market Conditions
Income

The East End of St. Cloud has enjoyed an
uptick in household income over the past five
(5) years with households ranging in annual
income from $50,000 to $100,000 rising at
an average of 2% annually. Interestingly,
the number of households earning less than
$50,000 in annual income reduced an average
of 2% per year. Households earning more
than $100,000 annually also increased. So, the
perception of the East End as an economically
challenged area is not universally true. Despite
some social service agencies, subsidized
housing and vacant properties, household
incomes have continued to increase from
an average of $39,548 five (5) years ago to
$47,767 today.

Property Values

In general, property values in St. Cloud have
increased over the past ten (10) years, along
with much of the rest of the country following
the recession (2009). The median home value
is $157,000, rising consistently from just over
$100,000 over the past decade. The median
list price of a home in St. Cloud is $137 per
square foot, as compared to $205/SF in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area. This
has created a hot residential market that is
good for sellers but can be challenging for
buyers, unless they are coming from outside
the market and have significant equity to invest.
Similarly, the median multi-family residential
rent is $1,225 per unit as compared to $1,700
per unit in the Twin Cities. This stands to
reason as the vacancy rate for multi-family
buildings has fallen from 8% to 3% over the
past ten (10) years.
SECTION 2

Retail is an interesting story as properties are
trading at approximately $100/SF, with rents
that dipped following the recession but have
rebounded to an average of $9.50/SF, and
vacancies at 2.5%. Similarly, office properties
have similar trend-lines following the recession
and are also trading around $100/SF but have
rents that average $14.25/SF and vacancies
of approximately 13.5%. Industrial and Flex
space has not been as volatile, with market
rent moving up from $4.50 to $5.50/SF as the
vacancy rate has stayed closed to zero until the
last year or so. All of this indicates a healthy
real estate market for St. Cloud, characteristic
of slow and steady growth, as opposed to large
spikes up and down in market values. Ideally
the East End will benefit from the larger
market conditions over time.

Lease Rates

Lease rates (market rent/unit) have been
trending up, in general, across all markets.
Multi-family units have increased similarly
regardless of unit size in the past three years.
Office rents have been steadily rising for the
past decade, and are forecast to level out
starting next year. Retail sale prices have also
been trending up over the past decade, and are
also forecast to begin leveling off. Industrial
rents per square foot have also increased
steadily in the last decade, and are forecast to
continue rising in the coming years.

East End
Housing

East End
Retail

East End
Office

45

Average Units per
Building

9.3K

Vacant Square
Footage

16.3K

$676

$8.02

$13.07

2.9%

2.8%

13.4%

Average Rent for
2 Bedroom

Vacancy Rate

Available Asking
Rent/SF

Vacancy Rate

Vacant Square
Footage

Available Asking
Rent/SF

Vacancy Rate
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Market Observations
Development Opportunities
Retail Demand

Pedestrian-oriented retail districts do well
where they benefit from multiple customer
bases. East St. Germain should position itself
to draw from four (4) different customer bases.
First, it should be a destination market—
people who come to the area because they
enjoy being there, and appreciate the business
offerings. Second, it should capitalize on
being a “drive-through” market, to capture
some of the 13,000 drivers that drive along
East St. Germain Street each day. Third, it
should meet the needs of the local market,
drawing residents and regular customers from
the surrounding neighborhoods. Finally,
workers at local businesses can be seen as a
fourth target market. Marketing strategies will
differ for each of these customer bases, but
businesses that appeal to several of these submarkets will have the strongest likelihood of
doing well in the East End.

Retail Footprint

This includes the overall space (SF) and
location of retail in the study area, including
retail services and food / beverage businesses.
There are two (2) important constraints on the
overall extent of retail that can be supported in
the East End, particularly on E. St. Germain.
First, the nature of retail has changed, to the
detriment of local neighborhood-serving retail.
Second, the extent of the local market for
businesses on East St. Germain is constrained
by the highway barriers and low household
density. For those reasons, it’s advisable to
focus the initial retail presence on just two
to three blocks. In addition to Lincoln and
SECTION 2

Highway 23, the area along St. Germain
between Wilson Avenue and the river is a
natural location for this, given that’s the most
intact section of remaining street-facing
businesses. Mixed-use development may also
be achievable, associated with a commuter
rail station. Retail that extends beyond these
areas is unlikely to be supportable, even under
a corridor revitalization scenario. As a result,
this plan advocates for other ground-floor uses
that help to activate the street environment.

Residential

New housing in the East End is not out of
the question given the close proximity to
downtown and strong development market for
rental housing, if area conditions that present
barriers to development are addressed. Even
with context improvements, public financial
support may be required to make these deals
feasible. In the near term, the only market-rate
housing development that is likely to occur
would be at riverfront locations.
An affordable housing project may be
feasible in other locations, but would require
government subsidies. Designed well,
affordable housing can set a high-quality tone,
and can contribute foot traffic and eyes on
the street. Townhomes and other products
are a consideration, but adding more singlefamily detached homes in the study area is
discouraged as this would not contribute as
much to the vision of a higher-density urban
district.

Office

Compared to other land uses, there is a limited
amount of office space in the study area,
particularly small format floorplates that are
oriented at users that require a modest amount
of space. Large, contiguous floorplates
or taller buildings do not exist as they do
downtown and in other parts of the City.
There is an opportunity here to create ‘creative
class’ office that is oriented at incubator space
and maker space for different types of startup
businesses, artisans, craftspeople, musicians,
animators, game designers, etc. This would
not be Class A space, but rather simple,
affordable space that would be focused on
creating a sense of community. Ideally this
would happen organically with people being
attracted to this area to share ideas, knowledge,
skills, materials, equipment, etc., and not
driven by a large corporation such as WeWork.
As new office users are established in the
neighborhood, this could help to drive demand
for housing, retail and entertainment uses.

Light Industrial

There is a good amount of light industrial
properties in the East End, many of which
are healthy, long-standing businesses. These
businesses vary from manufacturers to
vendors, suppliers, contractors, repair shops
and provide good jobs for members of the
community. Many of these properties are
well-maintained and represent good corporate
citizens within the community. However, some
of these properties are unsightly and are a
visual distraction to establishing the East End
as a vibrant, mixed-use urban district. As these
properties are vacated or sold, ideally they
will transition to other uses that help to create
the desired direction for the neighborhood.
Prior to being redeveloped, these properties
can house interim uses to advance art, music,
culture, fabrication and start-ups.

Social Services

The East End is home to several government
and social services including subsidized
housing, the Sexual Assault Center, Somali
immigrant support, Planned Parenthood,
Central Minnesota Re-Entry, Consumer
Directions, etc. in addition to religious
organizations. While these groups provide
valuable services to certain segments of the
community, at times they do not communicate
to visitors or developers that this is a growing
neighborhood worthy of investment. Over
time, if these agencies can be retained in the
area, with more limited visibility from E. St.
Germain and Lincoln Avenue, this could help
change the perception of the East End toward
the desired vision.
CITY OF ST. CLOUD / EAST END VISION PLAN 11

Market Observations
Development Opportunities
Near Term Priorities

The following projects/actions seem most
likely to be possible in the short run.
•

•

Riverfront Destination: The Mississippi
River is likely an existing asset that could
be leveraged to make new development
feasible within the existing market context.
A new development would want to take
a corner position, facing the Mississippi
River and fronting on East St. Germain
Street, on either the north or the south
side of East St. Germain. It might include
a food/beverage business on the ground
floor, overlooking the river, and leveraging
views of the river with a patio or deck.
There are different prospective property
assemblies that would provide a satisfactory
development site. An active public sector
role is likely to be needed to work with
•
existing property owners and to attract
private investment. The implementation
strategy could be more closely defined with
additional research, but the development
opportunity seems akin to the premier
river-facing development parcel in
downtown Monticello, which required the
City to play roles in both site assembly
and public financing. Adding access down
to the water level and a marina would
provide additional access and recreational
opportunities.
•

SECTION 2

Gulf Eagle Supply building:
Rehabilitation and reuse of the Gulf Eagle
Supply building for a mix of creative
uses would positively reinforce the area’s
identity. It would attract new customers
and visitors to East St. Germain. And it
may not depend on achieving dramatic
improvements to surrounding properties.
A rehab such as this involves proactive
efforts to find the right concept, anchor
tenants, and/or organizational champions.
Ground-floor uses could include food
& beverage, entertainment, maker space
or retail. Upper floor uses could include
loft residential, creative class office, art or
music studios, meeting space, etc.
Existing commercial buildings:
Re-tenanting the existing commercial
spaces on East St. Germain can be an
important element in the restoration of
an entrepreneurial business environment.
Doing so may require support for the
physical infrastructure such as building
rehabilitation, and façade or signage
improvements, as well as financial
incentives or support for prospective and
entrepreneurial business owners.
Visual deterrents: The visual blight of
the open air industrial activities could
be mitigated through the installation of

attractive screening. This includes fencing,
trees, shrubs, vines or other vegetation,
murals or other art installations, decorative
lighting, etc. This would apply to the many
automotive-oriented businesses in the
study area, the scrap yards, surface parking
lots, dumpsters, material storage and other
unsightly uses.
•

Healthcare: The East End could use
more clinical space, medical office and
healthcare offerings to serve the diverse
population here. This includes seniors
and many residents who rely heavily on
Medicare and Medicaid to get the care that
they need. The leadership at Centracare
has stated that they would like to establish
a presence in the East End at some point.
This will not occur immediately due to
other obligations, but remains part of their
strategic thinking.

Additional new development and revitalization
may be possible in the long-run, if the
market context is improved. The successful
implementation of near-term actions could
set the stage for additional change. The
arrival of commuter rail in East St. Cloud
may also represent a threshold event in terms
of supporting additional transformational
change. A series of public sector infrastructure
improvements could help to attract private
investment over time. However, it will likely
be a slow process and take many years for this
area to become a vibrant, walkable and mixeduse urban district.
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Key Issues & Opportunities
In this Section:

• Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities & Threats
• Vacancies
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Key Issues & Opportunities
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats
Strengths

Threats

•

•

•

•
•

Rail transit connection to Minneapolis
and other destinations makes East End a
starting and stopping point for many
E. St. Germain Street is a well-traveled
East/West connection and river crossing
Some existing buildings are good
candidates for adaptive re-use
The riverfront is an asset to be leveraged

•
•
•

SECTION 3
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Retail/Commercial Corridor
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The train station could become the center
of a transit-oriented development
E. St. Germain has the potential to be
re-established as a retail and commercial
corridor
The riverfront could become a linear path
of travel, as well as a destination for the
East End, and St. Cloud as a whole
Re-using existing buildings could create a
strong sense of place and retain character
in the area
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Opportunities

•

10

•

The train station is located in a very
industrial part of the neighborhood, with
very little housing
There are a lot of gaps in the pedestrian
experience along E. St. Germain Street
The rail lines and highways create visual
and physical barriers for connectivity
The steep drop to the river could make
access difficult
Existing park and open space is very
limited in the area

•

Currently limited local market demand to
support the vision of a mixed-use urban
district in this location
Potential lack of public funds to make needed
infrastructure and aesthetic improvements
General apathy on the part of some
community members who feel there are other
priorities for the city

ay
hw

•

•

Creating a mixed-use urban district that
compliments downtown and doesn’t
compete with it
A negative perception of the East End that
needs to be positively adjusted to attract
investment

Hig

Weaknesses

•
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Key Issues & Opportunities
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats
Strengths
•

•

•

•

•

The Mississippi River. The river is a
beautiful amenity at the west end of the
corridor. Its market impact is limited by
the depth of the gorge, and the absence
of visible public amenities that capitalize
on the River’s presence. Opening up views
to the river and physical access to it would
help to drive the East End as a destination.

•

•

Industrial businesses and offices. These
land uses offer the potential of capturing
daytime customer traffic that help drive
demand for restaurants and retail goods.
Gulf Eagle Supply building. This
handsome and historic brick structure
seems suited to rehab for a range of
potential purposes, adding vibrancy and
identity, and preserving a piece of E St.
Germain’s heritage.
Target. The Target store is a regional
retail draw and provides important goods
and services to area residents, including
groceries. However, it doesn’t contribute
to the quality of a walkable, urban district,
similar to the fine-grain, pedestrianoriented character of East St. Germain.
Streetscape. Recent streetscaping
investments improve the appearance of the
St. Germain corridor. However, the lack
of parking on the street has had a negative
impact on local businesses. Strategies as
to how to bring parking back should be
explored.

SECTION 3

•

•

•

Committed local businesses. There are
a handful of longstanding local businesses
that are cherished by the community,
remain committed to their location, and
that along with local residents seem ready
to do their part to help improve the area.
East Side Boosters. This community
organization has demonstrated a long
commitment and proactive energy in
advancing the wellbeing of St. Cloud’s
East Side neighborhood. They should
be leveraged to help implement plan
recommendations in the future.
Transportation connectivity. Highways
10 and 23 provide good connections to
the St. Cloud and regional transportation
network. In addition, Amtrak provides
long-distance rail service. The possibility
of the Northstar line would likely be a
game changer for the area.
Visibility of area to local traffic. The
moderate levels of automobile traffic
on East Saint Germain Street (11,000 to
13,000 cars per day) and Lincoln Avenue
(9,000 cars per day) is a plus for existing
and prospective businesses that offer retail
goods and services.
Transit service. There is all day bus
service along the East St. Germain
corridor, on half hour intervals during
peak service hours. However, there is no
bus service on Lincoln Avenue, which
would be very beneficial to employees that
work at businesses in this corridor.

Weaknesses
•

•

•

•

Pan O’ Gold façade. The long blank wall
at Pan O’ Gold interrupts the pedestrianoriented fabric of the corridor for a full
block along E. St. Germain. Adding a
mural, other artwork or lighting could
help to improve the visual interest of this
structure.
Open air industrial storage. The
unsightly, open-air industrial activities
(such as the dumpsters that are stored right
alongside East St. Germain at 6th Avenue)
and the lack of screening to the scrap yards
dampen the visual appeal of the area, and
are a deterrent to nearby development.
Local customer base. The residential
customer base for businesses along East
St. Germain Street is limited by a couple
of factors. It’s difficult to attract local
customers to cross the two highways that
are to the south and east of the study
area. The residential development that
is within walking distance of East St.
Germain Street is generally in low density
neighborhoods. Taken together, these
factors limit the purchasing power of the
neighborhood customer base.
Lincoln Avenue. This corridor has a very
negative visual appearance. In addition
to many of the buildings that have little
architectural interest, many are not well
maintained. The public space is marginal
with broken and cracked sidewalks,
overhead power lines, no landscaped
parkway, street trees, decorative lighting,
site furniture or community identifiers.

•

Perceived safety issues. Insufficient
lighting and low pedestrian traffic make
some feel like the area isn’t a safe place to
be after dark. Based on available crime
data, the East End is more dangerous from
a crime perspective that some other parts
of town.

buildings and address the need for housing
affordability. This includes workforce
housing as well as senior housing.
•

Opportunities
•

•

•

•

Commuter rail. If and when the
Northstar commuter rail line is extended to
St. Cloud, that will have a positive impact
on the viability of development in the
area surrounding the train station. It will
allow people in St. Cloud, and possibly
communities to the north, to more easily
reach Minneapolis and vice-versa.
TOD. The availability of the Simonson
Lumber site is a perfect opportunity to
create a transit-oriented development
(TOD) near the train station that contains
a greater density of buildings and a variety
of uses that are mixed vertically, creating a
new destination in the neighborhood.
Land availability. There are several
properties along the East St. Germain
corridor that are underdeveloped or vacant
land, that would support new development
when market conditions are right to invest
in the future vision of a walkable, urban
district.

Riverfront. As one of the unique
attributes of the East End, this resource
has long been underutilized. By opening
views to the river, increasing access down
to the water and along the blufftop with
a greenway trail, and adding a restaurant,
water recreation or other destination will
greatly enhance it as a regional destination.

Threats

•

Mixed-Use Urban District. In order for
it to success here, it needs to compliments
downtown and doesn’t compete with it.
Currently there is limited local market

demand to support the vision of a mixed-use
urban district in this location.

•

Negative Perception. The view of the
East End needs to be positively adjusted to
attract investment.

•

Lack of Public Funds. These funds are
needed to make needed infrastructure and
aesthetic improvements.

•

General Apathy. Some of the community
members who feel there are other priorities for
the city. This includes private investors and
developers in and out of town.

Housing affordability. This area
represents an opportunity to provide
additional multi-family residential
CITY OF ST. CLOUD / EAST END VISION PLAN 15

Key Issues & Opportunities
Vacancies

Filling in the Gaps

Currently, there are vacant parcels and
buildings in the area that could be
better utilized and help to revitalize the
neighborhood. Key pieces of the urban
fabric sit empty today, leaving gaps in the
experience of visitors and residents. Along
E. St. Germain, many people feel that
businesses have suffered after losing the onstreet parking.

Map Legend
Vacant Parcels
Vacant Buildings

By filling in some of these gaps, whether
by re-using existing buildings or developing
new buildings on empty lots, the
character of the area can become more
cohesive. Collective parking strategies
must accompany the new development to
provide viable solutions.
Additionally, several properties by the river
and near the proposed redevelopment on
the Simonson site are great opportunities to
create iconic projects at key locations in the
study area.

SECTION 3
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Section 4
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Land Use

In this Section:
• Existing Land Use
• Proposed Land Use
Options
• Zoning
Recommendations for
Catalyst Sites
• Housing Market
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Land Use
Existing Land Use
Taking Stock of Uses
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Map Legend

Wi

The mix land uses in the East End is not
inherently problematic, and in many ways
the diversity is a positive attribute. The
greater challenge is the disinvestment that
has occurred over the decades in many of
the properties. The unmaintained structures,
vacant buildings and properties as well as the
surface parking lots do not add to the desire
to elevate the area to a dense, vibrant and
mixed-use urban district. However, many of
the historic buildings along E. St. Germain
have been constructed in good locations,
close to the street. This helps to create an
urban environment and the current plans
recommend continuing this pattern with

future development. The historic buildings
also provide unique character to the area and
should be retained and re-used as much as
possible. Other businesses are institutions in
the neighborhood such as Beaudreau’s Bar and
Val’s Hamburgers. Ideally these entities will
remain viable businesses in the future, although
they might operate in different facilities as
redevelopment activities occur over time.
Hig

The East End contains a variety of existing
land uses that vary from one end of the study
area to the other. At the West end near the
river, a mix of residential and commercial
uses are predominant. Moving East along St.
Germain approaching Wilson, the properties
are primarily commercial in nature. East of
Wilson, the character changes to include light
industrial property including Pan-o-Gold and
Simonson Lumber in addition to office space
on the North side of E. St. Germain. East of
the railroad tracks, the light industrial uses are
still prevalent, with a series of small properties
and larger parcels such as the Northern Metal
Recycling yard. Along Lincoln Avenue,
the uses convert primarily to retail, with a
significant amount of automotive-related
businesses closer to E. St. Germain. Moving
south toward Highway 23, we see retailers
on larger sites such as Target and the U-Haul
Moving and Storage facility.
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Land Use
Proposed Land Use

Moderate Density

Mixed-Use
Retail
Hig
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In terms of the Eastern gateway into town,
the upper portion of the U-Haul storage
center site is quite visible from the Highway
10/23 interchange. This interchange is
currently being redesigned by MnDOT to
reduce the footprint of the ramps, with
the current concept to keep much of the
vehicular circulation on west side of Highway
10. Considering an alternate use such as
commercial office in this location would be a
much better visual experience than the storage
facility currently located there.

Multi-Family Residential

Lin

This proposed land use plan suggests taking
advantage of the riverfront location by
proposing a hotel and office space on the
bluff overlooking the river and with views
of downtown. While this would displace
the Riverside Apartments as well as some
businesses and private residences, over time
it would be a higher and better use of these
parcels. Many stakeholders spoke about
the desire to make the riverfront more of a
destination, so a hotel with restaurants and
bars could make that a reality. Better access to
the river for recreational opportunities would
amplify this as a destination. The plan also
looks at replacing some of the industrial and
single-family detached homes along Lincoln
and converting them to mixed-use as these
properties turn over in the future.
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Land Use

Zoning Recommendations for Catalyst Sites
Elements of Zoning
Zoning and form-based codes allow cities and
towns to control how development will occur
in certain areas. While architectural creativity
and most design decisions should be projectspecific, there are elements of design that can
and should be controlled through zoning.
The purpose of controlling these elements
is to create a sense of place in different
neighborhoods, or areas within neighborhoods.
Even within this study area, in the East End,
there are areas (Catalyst Sites) that should be
treated with unique design considerations.

Mixed-Use

Building Heights

Building Setbacks

Building Materials

First Floor Uses

Determining which areas are
best suited to house a range
of uses allows some control
over what goes where.

Varying heights of buildings
is indicative of a larger density pattern throughout a city
or town.

Providing a zone for pedestrians to safely walk is
critical for successful towns
and neighborhoods.

The materials used for a
building reflects the area it’s
in, and can respond to the
history of the place.

By developing a profile for
which uses should be mixed
and where, a certain character profile is created. This allows certain neighborhoods
to feel different than others.

Placing a height limit on
buildings in certain areas
prevents buildings from being too tall in a certain area,
and creates a sense of place.

Additionally, implementing
a similar setback within a
neighborhoods makes the
neighborhood feel uniform
and cohesive.

By creating requirements
for material use in an area,
certain unwanted materials
will be prohibited, and the
amount of glass on a facade
can be encouraged.

The pedestrian zone in a
town or neighborhood can
sometimes feel as though it
extends into the first floor of
buildings.
With that in mind, it is
important to create expectations for what kind of use
exists within the first floor of
buildings in certain areas.

A description of these considerations are listed
to the left. On the following page, there is a
table that relates each of the considerations to
each of the five Catalyst Sites. Note that the
following chapter provides more information
about the Catalyst Sites and the development
or redevelopment proposed on them.

SECTION 4
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Land Use
Housing Market
Absorption Velocity

The information on this page comes from
a housing report completed by Maxfield
Research and Consulting. This study was
completed for St. Cloud City as a whole, so
some assumptions were made about how these
numbers apply to the East End specifically.
Assuming the East End accounts for about
10% of the area of St. Cloud, a baseline
number for each of the housing categories is
represented from the study. The affordable/
subsidized housing number was increased
slightly from this 10% baseline due to the
larger number of subsidized units in this area.

The East End
Market Absorption
2019-2030

St. Cloud
Market Absorption
2019-2030

240

2,394

300

2,306

Market Rate
Rentals

Affordable and
Subsidized Units

Affordable and Subsidized Units

300

3,064

Age-Restricted
Market Rate and
Affordable
SECTION 4

Market Rate
Rentals

Age-Restricted
Market Rate and
Affordable
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Redevelopment Opportunities
1 Riverfront Hotel, 2 Riverfront Office
Restaurant &
Complex
Active Recreation

3 East Saint
Germain & Wilson
Avenue

4 Transit- 				
5 East Saint
Oriented
Germain &
Development
Lincoln

6 Lincoln &
Highway 23
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Catalyst Sites
Overall Plan

Map Legend
Existing Buildings to Remain
Proposed Buildings

Increased Density
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We recognize that the East End Vision Plan
is aspirational and “aims high” in terms of
potential land use, proposed development
program, density and other metrics. This may
appear naïve or be surprising to some people
who have held a long-term view that the East
End is an economically depressed area that
is not likely to attract this type or scale of
investment.
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In response, this document seeks to establish
an “aspirational” vision that portrays a TransitOriented Development (TOD) strategy that
maximizes the amount of residential units,
businesses and open space within walking
distance of public transportation, in this case
represented by the train station. This stands in
contrast to lower-density, automobile-oriented
land uses that rely heavily on surface parking
lots and do not capitalize on the proximity to
downtown and the passenger rail service.

10

However, the City of St. Cloud wishes to
convey a potential future that changes this
perception over time and seeks to leverage this
area’s historical commercial roots, proximity to
downtown and new opportunity presented by
the Northstar rail service. This approach also
includes the changing business needs such as
Simonson Lumber, a company that has decided
that it no longer needs this site for future
operations.
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Catalyst Sites
1 Riverfront Hotel, Restaurants & Active Recreation
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations
The riverfront represents some of the most
unique property and vantage points in all
of St. Cloud. Presently thick vegetation
and trees, along with low-density private
development, obscure most of the views
from the top of the river bank to the water
and the city beyond. The vision plan seeks
to change this by promoting higher-density
buildings and a mix of land uses along the
top of the bluff.
On the South side of E. St. Germain,
several parcels that face the street have been
proposed to be redeveloped into uses that
help to activate this corridor.

Eastgate

Pan-o-Gold
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Catalyst Sites
1 Riverfront Hotel, Restaurant & Active Recreation
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations
First, a restaurant and plaza that face the
river, but have visibility and access from E. St.
Germain would provide a new destination in
the East End and in St. Cloud. Immediately
South of these parcels, a hotel with a bar,
restaurant and amenity deck looking out
over the river and with views of downtown
has been proposed to replace the Riverside
Apartments, currently located along Riverside
Drive. This subsidized housing has been
proposed to be relocated to the East end of
the study area to the current U-Haul storage
facility, near the Highway 10/23 interchange.
The new hotel would be walking distance to
the convention center, downtown and the E.
St. Germain corridor / TOD district. With
walking paths to provide access down to the
river, the waterfront in this area could be
activated by rentals of canoes, kayaks and
paddle-boards. All of this should be done in
concert with the Riverwalk improvements on
the West side of the river, and ideally connect
multiple venues in a circuit of recreational
venues and opportunities. While pedestrian
access would be possible by going up and
over the river bridges, a small boat could also
ferry passengers from place to place along the
riverfront as well to help connect the different
destinations.
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Catalyst Sites
1 Riverfront Hotel, Restaurant & Active Recreation
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Catalyst Sites
2 Riverfront Office Complex
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations
North of St. Germain, this area is prime for
commercial development to take advantage
of the unique location of being close to
downtown, along the St. Germain corridor
and, with some work to thin the vegetation,
along the river, great views to the city.

Continental Press building across the street
are proposed to be an office complex that
would provide excellent views of downtown.
On the Eastern half of the block, attached
townhomes have been proposed as a
transition to the Wilson Apartments.

Just North of E. St. Germain, five (5)
small, single-family detached homes line the
riverfront. Some are residences while a couple
have been converted to businesses and one
social service agency.
These parcels, along with the former
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Catalyst Sites
2 Riverfront Office Complex
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Catalyst Sites
2 Riverfront Office Complex
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Catalyst Sites
3 East Saint Germain & Wilson Avenue
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations

This area anticipates that the Regency East
Apartments, Mackrell building and former
Ace Bar building all remain in place, with the
latter 2 focused on re-tenanting strategies.
The balance of this block is prime for
redevelopment to help anchor this portion of
the corridor. Along E. St. Germain, the vacant
lots near the corner of 2nd Avenue could
be used for many purposes, including civic,
institutional and mixed-use development.

not to allow any suburban-style development
along E. St. Germain and to keep it an urban
feel, meaning no surface parking or drivethru setups at the back of curb. In addition,
office space has been proposed on the north
end of the site near the rail tracks to provide
some additional employment in the area. This
could be an excellent location for Centracare to
consider for clinical space or medical office.

However, it is preferred that new buildings in
this location complete the “street wall” along
E. St. Germain, maintaining the disposition
of a zero setback at the property line, at back
of sidewalk. In general, the preference is
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Catalyst Sites
3 East Saint Germain & Wilson
Retail along E. St. Germain

There are many different uses that can be
utilized to help activate E. St. Germain as a
vibrant and walkable urban corridor. This
includes bars and restaurants which are always
popular, but could also include an international
market and other non-traditional retail space,
particularly as the demographics of the East
End change over time.
We also recognize that due to the changing
nature of retail across the U.S., that not all of
the ground-floor space along E. St. Germain
will be commercial, leasable space. Other uses
that can help to activate these spaces include
maker spaces, art galleries, performance space,
music venues, cultural centers, libraries and
media bars and community meeting spaces,
amongst others. The idea of testing some of
these ideas as “pop-up” uses in current vacant
spaces will help to test their market viability
and potential future success.
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Catalyst Sites
3 East Saint Germain & Wilson
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Catalyst Sites
4 Transit-Oriented Development
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations

As previously noted, this is a prime location
for a TOD application. In the current plan,
this results in keeping the existing Gulf
Eagle Supply building at the corner of E.
St. Germain and the railroad tracks but
redevelops the rest of the site. In this area,
the primary goal is to have as many housing
units as possible in close proximity to the train
station, to facilitate ease of use and increased
ridership for the future commuter rail. For this
reason, the height and density of the buildings
increases gradually the closer we get to the
train station.
Ideally the ground floor of these buildings
would contain as many active uses as possible

to reinforce the idea of a social gathering
place in the plaza in front of the train station.
One block in the development has also been
allocated as a passive public park for residents
and visitors to relax and recreate. There are
existing power lines that run through the
north side of the site and would need to be
considered as a more specific development
program is established.
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Catalyst Sites
4 Transit-Oriented Development
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Catalyst Sites
4 Transit-Oriented Development
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Catalyst Sites
5 East Saint Germain & Lincoln
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations

During the stakeholder engagement process,
several participants stated their desire to add
a small format (12,000 – 15,000 SF) grocery
store in the East End. This could be an Aldi,
Trader Joe’s or similar offering. The Northwest
corner of St. Germain and Lincoln is primarily
vacant and would be a good place to introduce
this concept. Although the preference would
be to hold the building close to the street, it is
currently shown in a more conventional layout.

conjunction with private development. For the
time being Val’s hamburger stand is preserved
in place, but could eventually be incorporated
into a new mixed-use development. This area
could also serve as a great “maker space”;
affordable, leased space for artists and other
creators who need flex space for their work.

The other corners of this intersection will
ideally be developed to pull the buildings to the
street and help create a more urban, walkable
environment. Streetscape improvements
will be necessary to make this happen in
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Catalyst Sites
5 East Saint Germain & Lincoln
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Catalyst Sites
5 East Saint Germain & Lincoln
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Catalyst Sites
6 Lincoln & Highway 23
Site Characteristics &
Design Considerations

As a gateway into the East End, this area has
already been established as a conventional retail
environment with the large Target store and
mass of surface parking in front. To reserve
the more walkable, urban environment for
other parts of the study area, the East side
of Lincoln continues the conventional retail
pattern opposite the Target site. This includes
a gas station and convenience store at the NE
corner of Lincoln and Highway 23, another
desire of many of the stakeholders.
It also includes two (2) stand-alone restaurants
that would benefit from the vehicular traffic
generated in this area and represent a desire of
local residents.

Additionally, the upper half of the U-Haul
site is proposed as affordable or subsidized
housing, which could be used to replace the
units that would be displaced at the current
Riverside Apartments site, if that site is
redeveloped as a hotel and restaurants.
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Catalyst Sites
6 Lincoln & Highway 23
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Catalyst Sites
6 Lincoln & Highway 23
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Section 6

southpointatsouthend.com

Transportation & Mobility
In this Section:

• Existing Vehicular Circulation
• Projects Underway
• Street Improvements
• Bicycle Network
• Pedestrian Network
• Parking
• Transit
• Shared Autonomous Vehicles
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Transportation & Mobility
Existing Vehicular Circulation
Semi-Truck Routes

Primary Road/Truck Route
Secondary Road
Secondary Road/Truck Route
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Currently, vehicular traffic is fairly well-served
in the area, but connections and infrastructure
could be improved. If possible, semi-truck
traffic could be limited on E. St. Germain to
prioritize the safety of pedestrians and cyclists
and motorists. It appears that it is difficult
at times for trucks to get in and out of the
area due to all the car traffic. As a result,
streets such as Lincoln should be designed to
adequately handle the movements of semitrucks and to slow vehicular traffic to improve
safety in the area.

Highway/Truck Route

Hig

It was mentioned by some stakeholders that
semi-truck traffic on some roads impedes
pedestrian and other vehicular traffic. While
the majority of the truck routes are on
highways, having trucks on E. St. Germain
could hinder its image of what hopefully will
be re-established as the “main street” of the
East End.
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Transportation & Mobility
Projects Underway

Highways 10/23 Interchange
MnDOT is in the process of realigning the
Highway 10 and Highway 23 interchange to
improve traffic flow and operations. It will no
longer be a full cloverleaf ramp system, but will
instead be a half clover leaf, consolidating the
ramps on the South side of the interchange.
The grade separation between the highways
will be maintained with the bridge, but new
land is opened up for potential other uses.
MnDOT has been holding public meetings to
solicit input on the new design and the timing
of the improvements could be completed
in the next 3-5 years. The end condition
will likely help traffic flow better to the East
End, but could be disruptive to residents and
businesses during the construction period.

MnDOT

Image courtesy Minnesota Department of Transportation
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Transportation & Mobility
Street Improvements
Street Typologies

A hierarchy of streets will be helpful to the
successful redevelopment of the East End. It
allows for clear wayfinding, directs investment,
and is informed by surrounding land use,
to best serve that use. The map to the right
depicts the proposed street typologies for the
priority street improvements/investments in
the study area.

Existing Building to Remain
Proposed Building
A Street
B Street
C Street
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‘A’ Street - E. St. Germain

Map Legend

10

The A Street in the area is E. St. Germain.
It should receive the most investment for
both roadway and streetscape improvements
(see Public Realm chapter for description of
Signature Streets). This street has the highest
potential to be the retail and activity core of
the area.
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These streets have the lowest speeds, and the
lowest volume of traffic. In this case, Riverside
Drive/2nd Avenue is prioritized because
it will serve the adjacent, future riverfront
improvements and activation.
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The B Streets in this area are Lincoln Avenue
and Wilson Street, because both offer bus
service. With a slightly higher volume of use,
these streets need to be improved to better
serve the transit they carry, and the people that
use them.
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Transportation & Mobility
Street Improvements | E St. Germain Street
Existing Conditions

As the “main street” of the East End, some
investment could turn St. Germain into a
safe, enjoyable and convenient connection
to downtown St. Cloud. By making
improvements for the vehicle, the cyclist, and
the pedestrian, St. Germain could become
the thriving commercial and other activity
corridor of the East End.
Currently 52’ of asphalt and two lanes of
travel in both directions, this street has a lot
of space that could be filled with mobility
options not limited to vehicular traffic.

ROW
Varies
52’
Curb to Curb (width to remain)

Sidewalk Planting
Strip
Width
Varies Varies

12’
Travel Lane

14’
Travel Lane

14’
Travel Lane

12’
Travel Lane

Planting Sidewalk
Strip
Width
Varies
Varies

E. St. Germain Street | Existing Conditions

Existing conditions of E St. Germain | Image from Google Earth

Option 1 | 4 Travel Lanes

Option 1 shows E. St. Germain remaining
a 4-lane roadway, with two lanes of travel in
either direction.
This option decreases the lane width to 11’,
which allows parking to be provided on one
side of the street. This parking location can
be either on the north or south side of the
street, or it can jump from one side to the
other on a block-by-block basis.
This option prioritizes vehicular traffic and
while adding parking will slow traffic some, it
will still be a car-heavy street.

Sidewalk Planting
Strip
Width
Varies Varies

Option 1 | 4 Travel Lanes
SECTION 6

11’
Travel Lane

11’
Travel Lane

11’
Travel Lane

11’
Travel Lane

8’
On-Street
Parking

Planting Sidewalk
Strip
Width
Varies
Varies

Main Street in Cedartown, Georgia | Image from Georgiamls.com
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Transportation & Mobility
Street Improvements | E St. Germain Street
Option 2 | Median

Option 2 proposes removing two of the
existing travel lanes, and replacing them
with a planted median/turn lane, as well as
on-street parking. Providing parking outside
of retailers is critical to the success of those
retailers. Additionally, it slows down traffic,
making the street safer and more pleasant
for the pedestrian and cyclist.
This option has slightly wider travel lanes,
which creates a suitable condition for a
sharrow, where cyclists are included in the
flow of traffic.

First Floor Use
Images
Sidewalk Planting
Strip
Width
Varies Varies

8’
On-Street
Parking

12’
Sharrow

12’
Planted Median/
Turn Lane

12’
Sharrow

8’
On-Street
Parking

Planting Sidewalk
Strip
Width
Varies
Varies

Option 2 | Option 1 Median / Turn Lane

Main Street in St. Charles, MO | Image from St. Louis Magazine

Option 3 | Cycle Track
For St. Germain Street to become the retail
spine of the East End, it’s critical to provide
as many mobility options as possible. This
includes vehicular traffic (and parking for
that traffic), as well as improved pedestrian
and bike facilities. By providing a two-way
cycle track, cyclists in St. Cloud can safely
travel to and from the train station and
downtown, while experiencing the East End
along the way.
This option also includes a small median
and on-street parking, both of which will
slow traffic to create a safer pedestrian
experience.

Sidewalk Planting
Width
Strip
Varies
Varies

10’
Two-Way
Cycle Track
Optional

Option 3 | Two-way Cycle Track
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7’
On-Street
Parking

11’
Travel Lane

4’
11’
Median Travel Lane

Planting Sidewalk
7’
Varies
On-Street Strip
Parking Varies

Two-way cycle track in Charlotte, NC | Image from NACTO
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Transportation & Mobility
Street Improvements | E St. Germain Street
Option 4 | Autonomous
Lane

Implementing a Smart Mobility initiative
in this area would provide another transit
option, and put St. Cloud on the forefront
of driver-less technology. This initiative
would place autonomous shuttles along
St. Germain, and could serve the transitoriented development, and the East End
area.
These connected, automated, and electric
shuttles carry between 8-16 people and
typically operate at about 25mph. They can
run in their own lane, or in mixed traffic. The
option to the right shows a bi-directional
condition in a designated right-of-way. In
this option, bicycles share lanes with cars in
lanes called “sharrows”.
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Sidewalk Planting
Strip
Width
Varies Varies

8’
On-Street
Parking

12’
Sharrow

Option 4 | Sharrows and Autonomous Shuttle Lane

12’
Sharrow

8’
On-Street
Parking

10’
Bi-directional
Automated
Shuttle Lane

Planting Sidewalk
Strip
Width
Varies
Varies

Driver-less shuttle in Columbus, Ohio | Image from Columbus Business
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Transportation & Mobility

Street Improvements | Lincoln Avenue North of St. Germain
Existing Conditions
ROW
Varies

Currently, Lincoln Avenue North of St.
Germain has very wide lanes, no sidewalks,
and no on-street parking. It does not
provide a comfortable walk, even though
many people work in businesses along this
corridor.

46’
Curb to Curb (to be adjusted)

First Floor Use
Images

This portion of Lincoln Avenue has been
identified as an area that should have bus
service. If bus service is to be provided
here, then sidewalks and spaces for people
to wait, board / de-board are required.
Sidewalk
Width
Varies

23’
Travel Lane

23’
Travel Lane

Sidewalk
Varies

Lincoln Avenue | Existing Conditions

Existing conditions of Lincoln Ave | Image from Google Earth

Proposed
36’
Curb to Curb

The new Lincoln Avenue section would
provide space for bus service and vehicular
traffic, and be a safe environment for
pedestrians and bus riders.
By adding a turn lane, safe access can be
provided into the many driveways that line
this part of Lincoln Avenue, and remove
multi-lane two-way traffic in most areas.

Sidewalk
Width
Varies

Planting
Strip /
Waiting
Zone

12’
Travel Lane

Lincoln Avenue | Proposed Street Improvements
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12’
Turn Lane

12’
Travel Lane

Planting Sidewalk
Strip /
Width
Waiting Varies
Zone

Minneapolis Bus Service | Image from Metro Transit
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Transportation & Mobility

Street Improvements | Lincoln Avenue South of St. Germain
Existing Conditions
ROW
Varies

Currently, Lincoln Avenue is a wide
expanse of asphalt. With two lanes in
either direction, the curb to curb width
is 50’. Both sides of the street have
sidewalks, although they are not buffered
from traffic.

50’
Curb to Curb

First Floor Use
Images

This road sees moderate traffic volumes,
but is not pedestrian or bike friendly. In
order to create a more comprehensive
network of walkable streets, some
improvements should be made.
Option 1 keeps the curb to curb width as
it is now, and Option 2 shows a condition
where the curb is moved.

Sidewalk
Width
Varies

12’
Travel Lane

13’
Travel Lane

13’
Travel Lane

12’
Travel Lane

Sidewalk
Varies

Lincoln Avenue | Existing Conditions

Existing conditions of Lincoln Ave | Image from Google Earth

Option 1 | Boulevard

ROW
Adjusted

Option 1 shows a boulevard condition,
with wide plantings on both sides of the
street. In this option, the curb remains in
its current position, but the right-of-way
is increased to allow for a pedestrian and
planting zone.

50’
Curb to Curb

This option maintains the traffic pattern
and flow, but adds a more walkable
environment along the streetscape.
Sidewalk
Width
Varies

8’
Planting
Strip

12’
Travel Lane

13’
Travel Lane

Lincoln Avenue | Proposed Street Improvements
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13’
Travel Lane

12’
Travel Lane

8’
Planting
Strip

Sidewalk
Width
Varies

Truck Access | Image from 123rf.com
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Transportation & Mobility

Street Improvements | Lincoln Avenue South of St. Germain
Option 2 | Turn Lane
36’
Curb to Curb

This option shows the possibility of
reducing the width of the road, and
providing three lanes of traffic (one lane
in both directions and a turn lane). This
option allows for additional space to be
provided for the pedestrian and planting
zones, without impacting the existing
right-of-way width.

Sidewalk
Width
Varies

8’
Planting
Strip

12’
Travel Lane

Lincoln Avenue | Proposed Street Improvements
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12’
Travel Lane

12’
Travel Lane

8’
Planting
Strip

Sidewalk
Width
Varies

Sidewalk and Planting Strip | Image from NACTO
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Transportation & Mobility
Street Improvements | Riverside Drive
Existing Conditions
ROW
Varies

Currently, Riverside Drive is one of the
streets that has the most greenery in this
area. However, that is only because most
of the buildings are set back very far from
the street, leaving space for lots of trees
and shrubs. While tree cover is beneficial,
creating a safe and enjoyable pedestrian
zone is, too.
Currently, the sidewalks are a comfortable
width, but there is no buffer between
the pedestrian and cars. Riverside Drive
has the potential to be a beautiful and
pleasant street, it just needs some minor
intervention.

40’
Curb to Curb (width to remain)

Planted
Zone
6’
8’
Width Sidewalk
On-Street
Varies
Parking

12’
Travel Lane

12’
Travel Lane

Planted
6’
Zone
8’
Sidewalk Width
On-Street
Varies
Parking

Riverside Drive | Existing Conditions

First Floor Use
Images
Existing conditions of Riverside Drive/2nd Ave | Image from Google Earth

Proposed
The proposed section of Riverside Drive
includes striped on-street parking, travel
lanes that remain the width they currently
are, and pedestrian and planting zones as
wide as the right-of-way allows.
New construction and setbacks will need
to adhere to the setbacks proposed in the
Land Use section of this document.
Pedestrian/
Planting
Zone Varies

8’
On-Street
Parking

12’
Travel Lane

Riverside Drive | Proposed Street Improvements
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12’
Travel Lane

8’
On-Street
Parking

Pedestrian/
Planting
Zone Varies

Small Scale Retail with Parking in Butte, Montana | Image from Black Diamond
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Transportation & Mobility
Bicycle Network
Existing & Proposed
Connections

Currently, there are two streets that have
on-street bike facilities in the East End. It
is recommended that the bicycle network
grow quite a bit in this area, in an effort
to provide people with safe mobility
alternatives.

Existing Building to Remain
Proposed Building
Existing On-Street
Bike Facility
Proposed On-Street Facility
Option
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Proposed Off-Street Bike Path
or Trail

10

In addition to adding some bike facilities
on E. St. Germain, it is recommended
that off-street facilities are implemented in
other areas of East End.

Map Legend

By creating a bike trail along the railway,
the new TOD development and the
riverfront can be connected. The
riverfront should have a linear path/
bike path of its own, which will provide
cyclists a network of safe trails and paths
to traverse this area of St. Cloud.
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Transportation & Mobility
Pedestrian Network
Existing & Proposed
Connections

Existing Buildings to Remain
Proposed Buildings
Existing Sidewalks
Proposed Sidewalks
Proposed Greenway/Pedestrian
Connection
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Today, the East End is served by sidewalks,
but the majority are South and West of the
rail lines. In order to increase the cohesive
and connected nature of the neighborhood,
additional pedestrian and bicycle facilities
need to be constructed. This includes the
addition of a pedestrian and bike trail along
the southern branch of the rail line would
connect E. St. Germain to the TOD, the
river, and other areas. It also could become
an iconic element of the East End.

Map Legend

One of the most requested pedestrian
connections is along Lincoln Avenue north
of E. St. Germain. While Lincoln Avenue
has sidewalks on the portion south of
E. St. Germain, it does not have any on
the north side. Since bus service is being
proposed on this portion, adding sidewalks
is critical for the safety of bus riders and
employees on their way to work at area
businesses North of St. Germain.
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Transportation & Mobility
Parking

Existing & Proposed
Currently there is some on-street parking
in the study area, and a good amount offstreet surface parking. However, much
of the on-street parking is not striped,
and many of the surface parking lots are
privately owned. Many stakeholders have
stated that they feel the removal of the
on-street parking along E. St. Germain
has contributed to the decline of business
along the corridor, particularly restaurants
and retail establishments.
By providing striped on-street parking
in strategic areas, certain uses can be
encouraged. Specifically, E. St. Germain is
meant to be the retail and commercial core
of the East End, so providing on-street
parking will support active ground floor
uses, not just retail, will begin to encourage
the establishment of more of these types
of spaces along the street.
Building on the 2015 comprehensive plan,
there are two key strategies that should
be considered for the East End. First,
the area could benefit from an expansion
of the downtown parking district by
creating off-street parking facilities that
are owned and operated by the City. This
would likely require that the City acquire
private property located behind the parcels
fronting E. St. Germain for this purpose,
and implement a fee-based model as it is
downtown. The primary target for this
would be West of Wilson Avenue

SECTION 6

Map Legend
Existing Surface Parking
Existing On-Street Parking on
One Side
Existing On-Street Parking on
Both Sides
Proposed On-Street Parking

The other strategy to consider is a
reduction in parking requirements. If
public parking facilities are implemented,
this could allow the City to waive the
parking requirements in the C3 district in
the East End. Additionally, as private car
ownership declines over time and more
people shift to transit, ride-share and shared
autonomous vehicle options, the need for
urban parking facilities will also decline.
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Transportation & Mobility
Transit

Existing & Proposed Bus
Routes

Bus Stop
Bus 6 & 7 Route
Bus 9 Route
Proposed Bus Route Extension
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Proposed Bus Stop
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With a significant of employment along
Lincoln Avenue, it is critical to provide
safe passage for employees, including and
especially those who are not traveling by
car. Extending the Lincoln Avenue bus
route north of E St. Germain would do
just that. Refer to the proposed Lincoln
Avenue cross sections provided earlier in
this section. Combined with sidewalks
and other pedestrian infrastructure,
these improvements would greatly help
businesses and their employees.

Bus 21 & 22 Route

Hig

St. Cloud’s transit network currently has
good service in the East End with strong
connections to the downtown core. Most
of the routes make logical sense and serve
the greater St. Cloud area well. However,
in this specific area, there is a bus route
adjustment that could improve access for
many people.

Map Legend
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Transportation & Mobility
Shared Autonomous Vehicles (SAVs)

Parking Demand Reduction

Planning for Smart Mobility
The new mobility technologies and solutions
that have emerged in the market over the
last ten years have come in four categories:
Accessible, Autonomous, Connected, Electric
and Shared (ACES). While some solutions fall
in all categories, each has potential benefits to
consider when evaluating its overall mobility
system.

SAV’s will generate significant dividends for
urban centers in cities and suburbs: enriching
lifestyles by making every loft, job, gallery
and craft brewery literally an app-click away ;
reducing development costs by sharply cutting
parking demand; and freeing up space for
parks, plazas and wider sidewalks that can
be used for outdoor cafes and other spaces
by reducing street width and closing surface
parking lots.

These vehicles are accessible to everyone,
operate independently without a driver, are
connected to other vehicles and surrounding
infrastructure, run on an electric charge, and
are a shared use asset for mobility services.

Although SAV’s will not disrupt equally,
however. They will spread rapidly in urban
settings with a critical mass of people and
destinations. “Urban” will increasingly signify
places where mobility is hared, not owned. In
lower-density and rural environments, private
AV’s will dominate but will phase in more
slowly, since they are more expensive to own
and operate.

These systems tend to serve the “last halfmile” or “last-mile” of a users’ trip. They
operate best on low-speed roads, and can
connect destinations within a downtown core,
campus or neighborhood. Each shuttle can seat
8-16 people, and frequency can be controlled
dependent on the demand of the area.
St. Cloud could be positioned to launch an
autonomous shuttle program, in order to better
serve this area, but also to be on the forefront
of the smart mobility economy.

SECTION 6

Digital Infrastructure

The arrival of autonomous vehicles over the next
two decades will have the same impact a the arrival
of universal car ownership following World War
II. While may observers predict that autonomous
mobility will reignite suburban sprawl, the real
disruption will come from shared autonomous
vehicles (SAV’s) Rod Schebesch, head of Stantec’s
SAV research program, calls these 6-12 passenger,
electric vehicles “the ultimate mobile device for
urban connectivity” and predict that they will be

omnipresent on streets within a decade. Morgan
Stanley predicts that SAV’s will dominate growth in
global auto manufacturing as early as the mid 2020’s.
Of course the network of SAV’s will require cities to
invest in a certain amount of digital infrastructure in
the form of cameras, sensors and other devices to
ensure the safety and reliability of these systems.
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Transportation & Mobility
Shared Autonomous Vehicles (SAVs)
Primary Route | E. St.
Germain Bi-Directional

The primary proposed SAV route for this
area would run along E. St. Germain as a
bi-directional, dedicated lane.

Map Legend
Existing Buildings to
Remain
Proposed Buildings

This lane would be about 10’ in width and
have stops at every, or every other, block,
from the new TOD to downtown. This
route is the most direct, and would be
about a mile+ in length.

Primary Route

Additional Route| East End
Loops

Additional/Secondary
Route Stop

Hig

Primary Route Stop
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Additional/Secondary
Route
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The additional routes are essentially
add-ons to the primary route. Once the
primary route has gained traction and use,
secondary routes can be attached. These
two routes would serve the riverfront area
to Wilson Avenue, and the northeastern
portion of E. St. Germain toward Highway
10.
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These routes are non-essential today but,
once the East End develops and has a
stronger identity and housing network,
might be a good mobility option in the
future.
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Section 7

Source: Halcyon Forsyth Facebook Page

Public Realm

In this Section:
• Existing & Proposed Public Space
• The Riverfront
• Urban Plaza/Green
• Neighborhood Park
• Signature Street Toolkit
• Programming
• Public Art
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Public Realm

Existing & Proposed Open Space
Existing Open Space

Existing Building to Remain
Proposed Building
Existing Park/Open Space
Proposed Rail Buffer
Proposed Open Space
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Proposed Signature Street

10

Currently there is limited park and public
open space in the study area, and no easy
access to the riverfront. Additionally,
the area is disjointed by the rail lines. In
order to create a more connected and
pleasant experience in the East End, it
is recommended to develop a variety of
open spaces to serve the community. The
public realm is not limited to just parks,
it encompasses streetscapes and bike
paths as well. Providing a pleasant walking
experience creates a desirable environment
and encourages visitors to stay longer and
experience more of the East End.

Map Legend

Possible Pocket Park/Plaza Location
Proposed Bike/Ped trail

Proposed Open Space
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In addition to creating an enhanced
streetscape and trail network, the TOD
site contains two (2) key open spaces
to enhance the public realm network.
The first is an urban plaza adjacent to
the train station that is anticipated as a
neighborhood gathering space for festivals
and events. The second is a neighborhood
park oriented at passive recreation.
These spaces will connect to other areas
to provide riverfront access, bike trails,
pocket parks or plazas, and E. St. Germain
as a signature street. These elements
are destinations within the area, and/or
they are a means to safely travel to those
destinations. Some of these elements
require more investment than others, but
they can all be utilized for programming
and events.
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Public Realm
The Riverfront
Access

The Mississippi River is one of the most
unique assets of the East End and the
greater St. Cloud area. Riverfronts serve as
connectors and gathering spaces. Activating
the riverfront would provide the East End
and downtown with a great social gathering
space in form of waterfront restaurants
and bars. Providing safe access to the
river opens the door for water recreation
and retail activation, as well as potentially
creating a space for events.
Since there is quite a topographical change
between Riverside Drive and the river
itself, creative design solutions should be
considered and implemented. These might
include a switchback trail or a mechanical
people mover system, or both.

Map Legend
Proposed Rail Buffer
Proposed Signature Street
Proposed Pocket Park/Plaza
Proposed Linear Trail
Proposed Marina/Restaurant

Riverfront Fort Wayne | Indiana

Food & Beverage

A large number of St. Cloud citizens
mentioned that more restaurants and
bars in this area would be welcomed. A
riverfront restaurant would provide a unique
experience and provide views of the river
and downtown as well as new venues to the
area.
Ideally, the riverfront trail would connect
to a restaurant / bar that is perched on the
side of the bluff and looks out over the
river and to downtown beyond. Both the
restaurant and the linear trail would help
to make this area a destination in the East
End, and also for the greater St. Cloud area.
savorycollection.com
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Public Realm
The Riverfront
Linear Trail

Part of the riverfront access strategy
is also to establish a linear bike and
pedestrian trail. By creating a safe and
accessible pathway along the river, St.
Cloud and the East End could develop an
open space network to provide citizens
and visitors a mobility option that do not
exist today.
Bike and pedestrian networks in a city
the size of St. Cloud have a large impact
to increase exercise opportunities as well
as provide alternative mobility options.
St. Cloud and the East End are compact
enough that people could walk or bike to
most of their destinations if the network
is clearly articulated and safe to use.

Map Legend
Proposed Rail Buffer
Proposed Signature Street
Proposed Pocket Park/Plaza
Proposed Linear Trail

ithacatrails.org

spinlister.com
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Public Realm
Urban Plaza / Green
Social gathering spot for
the neighborhood

With the amount of new housing proposed
in this plan, plus the housing that already
exists in and around the study area,
providing social gathering places is essential
to the vibrancy of the neighborhood. This
space should be central, public and allow
for a range of uses. This green or plaza
should have a small and intimate feel and
be focused on entertainment and human
interaction.

Map Legend
Existing Park/Open Space
Proposed Urban Plaza/Green

Flexible, programmable
open space

The urban green or plaza should be
extremely flexible to allow for different
types of programming to take place there.
It should have an open space that is sized
to accommodate events like fairs, festivals,
small concerts, workout classes, outdoor
movies, children’s activities, food trucks as
well as other culinary offerings and others.

awesomealpharetta.com

Source: Halcyon Forsyth Facebook Page
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Public Realm
TOD Neighborhood Park
Today, the study area contains very few
usable public parks or open spaces. The
plan proposes new multi-family housing
options and those residents, along with
those who already live in the area, should
have access to high-quality park space.

Map Legend
Existing Park/Open Space
Proposed Rail Buffer
Proposed Neighborhood Park

As a part of the proposed open space
network, it is recommended to provide
diverse spaces with varying uses. A
neighborhood park could provide a passive
recreational space to serve residents in the
neighborhood.
The proposed site for the neighborhood
park is roughly an acre, which could
accommodate various uses. The East
End is in need of passive green space
with some active uses, such as a field for
people to throw a football (as opposed to
a regulation-sized football field) or a lawn
for kids to throw frisbee. A play lawn,
playground, shelter and other similar uses
could fit perfectly in this context.
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Public Realm
Signature Street Toolkit
E St. Germain Street

Signature Streets serve as both a
destination and a connector. These are
streets that are well lit and stay active for
most of the day and into the night. They
allow safe and enjoyable passage for users,
and connect other destinations and open
spaces. The goal is that these streets are
catalytic, and that they inspire and spur
more investment, both public and private.
Currently E. St. Germain Street has
the foundation to be a Signature Street.
The buildings are close to the sidewalk,
which is a good condition for successful
retail and other active ground-floor uses.
The character of the buildings creates a
strong sense of place, making this street
potentially iconic is this area. Finally,
E. St. Germain serves as a nearly-direct
connector to St. Cloud’s downtown, as well
as the riverfront.
E. St. Germain could use some investment
to improve its function and aesthetic (see
the mobility chapter for recommendations
regarding street repurposing). These
investments could be in the form of the
“toolkit” to the right; including but not
limited to: lighting; seating and other
furnishings, such as bike parking and
wayfinding; trees and streetscape as well as
public art. Ideally public art installations
will reflect the history, character, residents
and businesses of the East End.

SECTION 7

lighting

trees &
streetscape

seating &
furnishings

public art

https://www.schmidt-strahl.de/

wrtdesign.com

https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/

https://i.pinimg.com/

https://www.foxcroftwine.com/

rockcafe.info

seattlerefined.com

mmacmonthly.com

gmld.ca

http://www.billyknight33.com

cityofkeywest-fl.gov

porchlightvirtualtour.org

paving

Yourobserver.com
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Public Realm
Programming
Farmer’s Market

Farmer’s markets are a great way to engage
the community. They benefit the farmer
by giving them a space to sell their goods,
and it benefits the consumer by offering
them locally sourced products. Although
they often only occur in the warmer
months, these markets provide visitors
an opportunity to socialize, spend time
outdoors and support their local economy.
Farmer’s markets also create a sense of
place; it gives people a way to spend a
Saturday, and places them in a location
where they are more likely to spend time
after the market. This boosts visits to
retailers adjacent to the market itself, and
increases visits to other destinations in the
area (such as museums, parks, etc.)

blacksburgfarmersmarket.com

http://co.silverbow.mt.us

365thingsinhouston.com

www.parkrecord.com

Food Trucks

One of many mobile retail options, food
trucks are a great way to provide dining
options for limited hours of a day. Before
placing a permanent restaurant in a space, a
food truck is an option that allows a “test”
of the demand in that area. It also provides
workers or residents another dining option.
Additionally, food truck rallies are a mini
food festival, and are an event that brings
the community together. In addition
to food trucks, coffee bikes, popsicle
carts, and other mobile retailers engage
pedestrians and give a neighborhood
character.

SECTION 7
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Public Realm
Programming
Music

Whether an organized music event
or a single saxophone player on the
street, music is a beneficial part of the
community. It is a source of enjoyment for
onlookers while also providing an outlet
for artists in town.
There are many different kinds of events
that incorporate music. Ticketed events
can bring revenue to the city or town,
but free events entice people to attend an
event they normally would not. Whatever
kind of event, providing opportunities
and encouraging music to take place in St.
Cloud will create a sense of community.

Art Walk / Pop Up Retail

destinationmagazine.com

downtownmemphis.com

thriftcres.com

www.mobile.org/things-to-do

In addition to music events, other arts
and cultural events are beneficial to
both attendees and those performing or
providing goods. Some events, like an
Art Walk, give local artists a chance to
sell their items to the community and
create awareness about their messages. It
serves the local economy, including small
businesses and entrepreneurs, and allows
them to thrive.
Other pop-up events, free or not, such
yoga or other fitness classes, are a great
way to bring people together into an
outdoor space. Some pop-up retail events
not related to art are also beneficial. A
local artisan fair or restaurant tasting fair
introduce citizens to businesses that they
were not aware of.
SECTION 7
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Public Realm
Public Art

Temporary Installations

One of the most effective ways to create a
sense of place is the use of public art. Not
all art installations have to be expensive;
they don’t even have to be permanent. In
fact, art that changes in a neighborhood
not only engages visitors, but it keeps
residents interested in the artistic landscape
of their community.
Temporary art installations can be done
in conjunction with the City or with other
events. For example, during events like
farmer’s markets, artists can be given spaces
on the sidewalks or street to create chalk
art. This creates a temporary art gallery
with a built-in audience.
yasminroohi.com

thecoolhunter.net

designisthis.com

patrickmurphystudio.co.uk

sanmateomarlins.org

nashvillepublicradio.org

onlyinyourstate.com

flickr.com

Permanent Installations

Permanent installations require a bit more
planning from the City and more of an
on-going partnership with the artist. The
City should review and approve of the
art proposed and be curated over time by
professionals who will oversee the proper
maintenance of the installations.
Lighting art, murals and structural or
sculptural art create destinations within
the community. In the age of Instagram,
public art takes on an even more influential
role; people are constantly sharing their
experiences. Creating opportunities for an
“Instagram Moment” brings visitors and
residents to the area and sparks interest
from people who may not have known
about the space otherwise.
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Public Realm
Public Art
Gateways

A key part of experiencing a neighborhood
is knowing you have arrived. Gateways
are an opportunity for art, branding
and impact. As the “front door” to the
community, these gateways set the tone for
what the visitor will experience in the area.
This “you have arrived” strategy is a great
opportunity for artist expression of the
character of the community, and serves
as clear wayfinding for visitors. Making it
clear that they are in the East End means
they spend less time getting oriented and
more time enjoying the area.
Gateway elements, sculpture and other
public art options are a great way to tell the
story of the East End. By engaging the
history of the place and utilizing people
and materials found in the area will help to
reinforce the image and character of the
place. Much of this can be organized by
local residents and artists to ensure that the
messages of the installations are genuine
and authentic.

dnainfo.com/Chicago

site-design.com

slavicvillage.org

twincities.com
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Section 8

ci.stcloud.mn.us

Image & Character
In this Section:

• Buildings to Remain
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Image & Character
Buildings to Remain

Maintaining and Promoting
Character in the Area
The East End has a rich tradition and
heritage – some businesses have been there
for decades and help to reinforce the image
and character of the neighborhood. This
includes businesses such as Beaudreau’s Bar,
Pan-o-Gold Baking, Handyman’s Hardware,
Gopher Bargain Center, Red’s Auto Electric
and Val’s Hamburgers. Many of these
businesses will remain in place and ideally
will thrive as profitable ventures in the
future. Others are located on highly visible
corners such as Lincoln and E. St. Germain,
where the plan calls for higher-density,
mixed-use development to provide a more
urban atmosphere to the area. This means
that businesses such as Red’s and Val’s
should remain, but might eventually operate
from new facilities that fit better with the
vision of the area.
Additionally, there are historic elements and
buildings in the East End that represent
the past and present of the area. Some of
these buildings include unique elements
such as signs or the brick tower on the
former bank building, which should be
maintained as local landmarks. Additionally,
new construction should respond to
the character of these elements, using
appropriate building heights, materials
and location in relationship to the street.
Predominant building materials in the area
include red brick, limestone, clabbard siding
and standing metal seam roofs.
heavytable.com
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Section 9

Implementation
In this Section:

• Turning Vision into Reality
• A Collaborative Approach
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Implementation
Turning Vision Into Reality
The Process

To be clear, a detailed implementation strategy
or matrix of phased improvements was not
part of this study. However, a broad overview
of the next steps has been provided in order to
underscore the importance of the public and
private sector both investing to see the vision
become reality over time.

creating connections to the train station,
improving the bike and pedestrian network,
and activating the river are a few of the
tactical changes that will be the foundation of
this plan’s success. These changes will excite
current residents and bring new residents and
investment into the community.

The success of implementing the vision is
highly dependent on the public and private
sector working together. This includes public
realm infrastructure improvements as well as
private sector investment. The extension of
the Northstar line to St. Cloud will help to
accelerate the pace of proposed development.
These initiatives would serve the over-arching
purpose of improving the community, creating
a sense of place, and driving development and
economic growth in the East End.
Emphasizing E. St. Germain Street as a
corridor where the ground floor is activated,

To effectively implement the vision, it will be
critical that dedicated partnerships between
the public and private sector are formed to
have the most impact on the area. Those
partnerships could be formed between many
different entities including the State, County,
City, corporations, major institutions, private
investors, property owners, community leaders
and others.

Riverfront Fort Wayne | Indiana

Public Private Partnerships

In many circumstances, a public-private
partnerships are the best way to accomplish
the goal at hand. Some examples of scenarios
where this partnership would work well are:

shopthegateway.com

•

recruitment of anchor tenants to the area

•

projects associated with the riverfront
access and activation

•

public art funded by private benefactors
but placed on public land and curated by
the local arts community

•

private development with connections to
help implement greenways and trails

•

private development with public open
spaces included within it

•

agreements between the City and
private investors to implement public
infrastructure and private development that
work together

•

programmed events by local groups such as
the East Side Boosters and the City to work
with property owners and private investors
to provide entertainment opportunities

experiencecolumbus.com
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Implementation
A Collaborative Approach
Public Responsibility

Improvements to the public realm are
generally those that take place outside private
property and are within the public rightof-way. This includes upgrades to street
infrastructure and streetscape improvements,
improvements to existing open space on
public land, creation of new public open
space by acquiring land, creating parking
facilities and other similar measures. This
also will require that the City work with
existing property owners and agencies to
discuss means of working with them to
implement the vision. This may mean
selling or leasing property to other parties or
moving current facilities to other locations in
town.
In addition, the City should be responsible
for ensuring that approved developments
align with the vision and that the intent of
the plan is being carried throughout new
projects and initiatives in the East End.
This includes land use, density, location of
buildings and parking, materials and other
considerations.
Additionally, some fundraising or allocation
in conjunction with these initiatives should
be spearheaded by public entities in the
East End, the City of St. Cloud and other
entities that can help to secure grants and
other monies that will be key to public sector
improvements.

Private Responsibility

Recommendations

Much of the vision will also be the
responsibility of the private sector. This
includes current property owners working
with each other for the greater good of the
district. For example, implementing the
shared parking strategy West of Wilson
Avenue will require willing sellers to the
City in order for those facilities to be
implemented.

1. Establish zoning and policy regulations
relative to land use, heights, densities, setbacks,
materials, etc. for the East End, particularly for
key redevelopment sites.

New development, including retailers,
residential, mix-use, office hotel, maker
space, light industrial and other uses, would
all be the responsibility of private investors.
Clearly, none of this will happen until these
parties believe that there is a return on
their investment and that the district has a
market for the products they are looking to
implement. While the Northstar extension
will help, there should be strategies in place
to implement the vision long before the
trains arrive.

3. Explore funding sources that can help
to implement public sector infrastructure
enhancements and facilitate private investment
deals.

2. Work as hard as possible to bring the
Northstar extension to St. Cloud and the East
End, as the train will have a positive effect in
the immediate area.

rhaa.com

4. Actively work with the private development
community in St. Cloud and beyond to educate
them as to the opportunities in the East End.
5. Prioritize selection of private investors who
share the vision of the master plan and avoid
“selling out” for conventional or suburban
style development.

New development will have to be approved
and permitted by the City, but the creative
approach to leveraging the land in the East
End must also be seen as a worthwhile
investment by private parties. With a
location this close to downtown and major
transportation networks (Highways 10 and
23), it seems that it is only a matter of time
before this area sees positive re-investment
and redevelopment. As the City population
grows and more people want to live and
work in urban environments, this will help to
create the market in this area.

6. Assist local businesses by streamlining
the process to make property improvements,
helping them to stay code compliant and avoid
deferred maintenance.
7. Engage local property owners to properly
maintain their land and buildings, and where
appropriate encourage them to redevelop or
sell properties.

surreyridge.co

8. Engage the local residents to determine
appropriate programming for festivals and
events to help galvanize the social interaction
and sense of community.
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For more information, contact:
Matt Glaesman
Community Development Director
Direct 		
Main Line

(320) 650-3110
(320) 255-7218

matt.glaesman@ci.stcloud.mn.us
Cathy Mehelich
Economic Development Director
Direct		
Main Line

(320) 650-3111
(320) 493-0114

cathy.mehelich@ci.stcloud.mn.us

